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The expoMECÂNICA 2019 edition confirmed the growth of the exhibition in comparison to the previous edition. With 254 exhibitors, 3 
halls and 16.035 visitors, expoMECÂNICA has established itself as the sector’s meeting point in Portugal.
 
The expoMECÂNICA “numbers” tell the true story of the fair and the growth numbers consolidate its success over the years, in particular 
internationally, being the exhibition based at Exponor regarded as a national reference event in the maintenance, repairing and aftersales 
automotive sector. However, as the organization usually highlights, the growth statistics are not the primary goal of expoMECÂNICA, but 
they reflect the excellent work performed to achieve the intended results, always driven by quality and specialisation.



General data

exhibitors

254

225

international

40

45

represented 
countries

6
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exhibition sqm

16.000

14.000

pavilions

3

2

visitors

16.035
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2019

2018



Marketing and Communication

Radio 5

Newspapers 4

Magazines 16

Specialized websites 2

SMS Campaign 18.000

Facebook 40.000

News +300



Marketing and Communication

Invitations 70.000

Website 19.352

Outdoors 12

Event Catalogue 5.000

Online Credentials 14.740

Newsletter 73

Accommodation
 offers

114

Buses
Portugal and Spain

14



Activities

por

por

Other activities

7      participating companies

5    themes

6   themes

8     participating companies

24  lectures

18  speakers

5    themes

19   lectures
1    themes

5   speakers

4   themes

3  speakers



Rating by the visitors

84,3%

evaluation of 
the event

40,9%

says being interested 
in shopping

says having intentions 
to return next year
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What is your area?

Mechanic

Distributor

No

Retailer

Student

Accessories brand

Trainer

Importer

Workshop

Stand

Collision

40,1%

12%

11,2%

9,9%

Learn about the latest sector 
news / trends

Curiosity / leisure

Maintain contacts with 
suppliers

Find new suppliers

Participate in parallel 
activities
Buying

What are your visit goals?

7,4%

2,5%

40,9%

17,4%

14,9%

20,7%

3,7% 1,2%

Manufacturer

Vehicle 
adaptation



Rating by the exhibitors

performed business 
transactions

98,5%

the fair helped 
promoting the 

business

89,5%

intends to continue 
participating in 

the event
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86,56%

says having 
reached goals

70,14%

established contact with 
foreign visitors

79,1%

evaluation of the 
event

62,68%
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Photo Gallery

Eurotransporte



Photo Gallery

Videos
•  https://www.jornaldasoficinas.com/
pt/index.php/canal-tv/saloes-nacion-
ais?start=30

•  http://autoaftermarketnews.com/pt/
noticias/tv/entrevistas/lista-reprodu-
cao-entrevistas-photowall/?cat=80

•  https://posvenda.pt/category/videos/

Jornal das Oficinas

Jornal das Oficinas

Jornal das Oficinas

Jornal das Oficinas

Jornal das Oficinas



Testimonials

“It is a showroom of the aftermarket. It has significantly improved the stands’ image and dynamics. The parallel initiatives have also been 
important to attract visitors”, Lourenço Marques, Commercial Head at Caetano Parts.

“The growth of the fair is the most positive aspect. We have noticed that the visitor’s profile shows a better qualification. And, once more, the exhibition’s 
global image improvement is notorious, due also to the investment that many exhibitors made regarding how they present themselves. On the first day of 
the fair, we noticed that the sector’s current trainees and future professionals are interested in learning”, Pedro Carvalho, Product Manager at Bolas.

“The fair is increasingly bigger and more attractive. I have to congratulate the Organization. This time we decided that, more than 
just presenting, we had to perform business transactions. And it went very well! Because there is equipment that is going directly 
from here to the clients... The fair is fantastic!”, José Morgado, Manager at Domingos & Morgado.

“I’ve been working in the sector for several years now and, for the first time, I see an initiative that can group all the aftersales entrepre-
neurs and professionals and that’s growing year after year! The Trade Show managed to gather the entire sector and I have to mention the 
continuous and unconditional support of the Organization to the exhibitors, doing anything necessary so that everything works the best way 
possible”, Pedro Proença, Commercial and Marketing Director at Create Business.

“We are present because expoMecânica is one of the most important moments in our area and it is an event that encompasses 
the entire sector. Just see who is here. All the stakeholders that are important!... Cepsa is an industrial and commercial refe- 
rence in the north of the country and we are present to give visibility to the brand and its products”, João Madeira, Business 
Leader at CEPSA.

“In the previous years, we were indirectly present at the fair to support our distributors. This year is our first direct par-
ticipation to activate a new product of the brand, a reference in the sector. From year to year, the evolution is notorious, 
either regarding the fair component, business transactions, or the ancillary activities component. And that was once more 
evident”, Cláudio Delicado, Marketing Head at Liqui Moly.

“We are going to open a warehouse in the north and the presence at expoMECÂNICA is strategic. The most important companies 
of our business segment are present at the Trade Show. We are very pleased with the fair dynamics and next year we are going to 
increase the investment”, Paulo Agostinho, Managing Director at Alecarpeças.



Testimonials

“We prepared our presence in advance and took advantage of the moment to present firsthand the latest novelties. That’s what happe-
ned with our workshop concept, Drive Repair, which we chose to launch at the fair. Our presence is of extreme importance. It was, 
indeed, the only fair in which we participated leaving us more time to prepare it. Moreover, we want to develop the business further in 
the north area”, Flávio Menino, Marketing Director at Autozitânia.

“The balance is very positive. We were satisfied to note an increase in the number of visits and visits that were indeed fruitful. Our participation 
was a huge success. One to repeat next year, undoubtedly. On the first day of the fair, a time in which the Trade Show receives many visitors from 
vocational schools, we established contact with two students to do an internship with us”, Vasco Silva, Unit Director at Filinto Mota.

“I realised that there are many Spanish exhibitors and we also established interesting contacts at our stand. We were visited by 
several suppliers. Something that during the daily work it is very difficult to happen. Saturday was a very strong day. The fair is a 
good investment. The sectorial concept makes sense”, Pedro Lebre, Managing Partner at Motorbus.

“The fair was very positive! We received interesting clients. The Trade Show was nicely presented, with attractive stands and good dyna- 
mics. The only possible score is a high score!”, Norberto reis, Sales Manager at Civiparts.

“This year is unquestionably the Trade Show’s year with the biggest projection! In terms of visitors, it was approximately similar 
to what we are used to. We noted more Spanish visitors and, in this regard, it is an interesting investment from the Organization”, 
Pedro Jesus, Administrator at Cometil.

“This time, our presence was different from the previous year. We participated as sponsor and promotor of the conference 
cycle at expoTALKS, supporting the client network of Schaeffler Iberia. We feel that the fair is increasingly better. And, 
having in mind the size of the Portuguese market, it’s an excellent fair!”, Paulo Pinto, Technical and Commercial Delegate at 
Schaeffler Iberia, Portugal.
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